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  Monday 
 Morning Prayer Time: 

Praise God for His ___. 
Ask for own growth: related 

to Scripture reading. 
Pray for 1-3 ministries/people. 

Pray for family. 
Pray for specific situations. 

Morning Bible Reading: Themes/Books/Activities/Focus etc.: 
 

(See other parts of this website for ideas to put here or use your own ideas.) 

Below is for JK-3 Below is for Grades 4-8 Below is for Grades 9-12 

~ 20 min. 1st period  (outdoors?) Phys. Ed (or Art Skills for preK-8)  

~ 60 
minutes 

2nd period Symbols of Canada 
or Mapping Skills or 

Puzzles 

GEOGRAPHY (or History in Years 2 & 4) 
• Fall Unit – “easy” 

• Winter Unit – “more depth in skills, taught” 

• Spring Unit – “more independence” 

~ 30 
minutes 

3rd period Printing and Penmanship 
K-1: Beg. Pr. + Fine Motor Skills - LETTERS 

Grade 3: Printing – review LETTERS and very neatly print 
the gr. 3 thematic spelling WORDS 

Grade 3-5/6: Penmanship (cursive) – LETTERS 

Grade 7/8: write grade 7/8 spelling WORDS 

CIVICS 
(project-based) 

“Tell Me” Cards or Poetry Board Lesson (K-5) 
 LUNCH MUSIC STUDIES (history, theory, instruments) 

~ 60 
minutes 4th period 

Preschool Wkbk then Math Drill Possible then Preschool Wkbk 

Math Work and  
Building Center 

Math Lesson MATH 

~ 60 
minutes 

5th period “Family and Home” Studies 
(e.g. homesteading, weather-related, survival skills, life skills, etc.) 

ENGLISH 
• Write final draft & hand in 
• Gr. 9/10 copywork dictation too  

(then join the others) 
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Note: Draw your own column lines according to the age groups you have; I provided the starting lines at the top, depending 

on if you have 2 or 3 groups to coordinate. 

Tips:  

1
st

 period is nice kept “short” – maybe only 10-30 minutes before moving onto the next thing. I also like something outdoors. 

Perhaps it is a little walk together, feeding farm animals together, noticing nature or your neighbourhood, collecting a few 

autumn leaves, having breakfast (or your coffee) on a picnic table in the backyard, reading a storybook in the sandbox, taking 

a bug catcher to find a creature for the day to look at, observing the weather together – all sorts of things can fit in this little 

refreshing period of time to make it a beautiful beginning of your school week! ☺  

2
nd

 period can be different (as shown) or be along the same topic as the 1
st

 period, thus making it into a 4-period day. 

3
rd

 period is just before lunch - so if there are more things for your students to do on their own in that period, it gives you 

more time for lunch prep. (e.g. clearing a table or cooking or guiding “kitchen helpers”), etc.  

4
th

 period might be during naptime if you have preschoolers so that is a good time for quieter, less group-based subjects. One 

mom has silent reading time for everyone during that time. I like to put math or other workbook/worksheet type of subjects, 

perhaps getting back into “school” with a quickie something like a math drill or allowing a preschooler a wee bit of quick 

“school” before nap.  

Monday eases the family back into a routine and it is nice to be able to see, throughout that day, that a number of things are 

being accomplished and that learning is fun! It can serve as a confidence-boost for the next day and seems to set a 

tone/momentum even for the rest of the week. 

But Monday should be relatively easy to “check off boxes” because real life reminds me that after a weekend, kids might be 

starting to get sick once the weather is getting icky, you might have had company, or travelled and have extra laundry. You 

want Monday especially to be an encouraging/supportive day I think. ☺ 


